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ABOUT OZON

ABOUT OZON
Leading e-commerce platform in Russia
Dear All,

OUR MISSION

As an e-commerce market leader, Ozon connects thousands of sellers with millions
of customers through our marketplace, advanced technologies and extensive
logistics and fulfillment network.

We aim to leverage technology, logistics and innovation in order to stay one
step ahead of our customers’ needs. By bringing together people and products
from a large number of nationwide suppliers and small local businesses alike, we
work to improve lives and create opportunities for all people regardless of their
location, ranging from the most remote locations to the capital.

Today our efforts are focused on meeting Ozon's strategic growth targets, building a
diversified ecosystem of complementary services around our primary e-commerce
business, as well as enhancing our user experience and loyalty, and providing bestin-class service to our sellers.
As our business grows, our impact on the economy of regions of presence and local
communities increases and so does our responsibility. Ozon believes it is important
to ensure that we do business in a sustainable manner. We join the leaders who care
and strive to create a sustainable future. Here we present a brief overview of our
corporate sustainability agenda: we have a number of sustainability initiatives in
place, and we welcome all of our stakeholders to share this journey with us.
Igor Gerasimov
Executive Member of the Board of Directors of Ozon Holdings PLC

OUR VALUES

EMPOWERMENT

INNOVATION

COMMUNITY

— Stimulate the local
economy and provide
small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) with
opportunities for growth

— Meet a wide variety of
customers' needs and
exceed their expectations
through leveraging the
latest technologies and
creating state-of-the-art
facilities and processes.

— Bring the convenience
and wide choice for
customers

— Strengthen connections
between customers and
local businesses
— Provide individuals with
new opportunities for
entrepreneurship.
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— Enable all people to
improve their daily lives
and enjoy access to
modern amenities
— Connect a number of
charities to sellers and
buyers via Ozon Care
charity program.
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OUR VALUE CHAIN
Leveraging the flywheel business model to ensure strong network effects
OZON PLATFORM

Order Frequency

Building a diversified ecosystem
around our primary e-commerce
business
1

Marketplace

Pick-up
point4

FBO

platform for selling goods

Fulfillment & Logistics
storage, packaging, logistics and shipping

Fintech

Seller

Ozon.ru

FBS

Sorting
center

2

Courier
service

Buyer

financial services
5

fresh

expedited delivery service

Retail
direct sales business

3

Parcel
locker

Storefront

Travel
online booking service

SKU Assortment

1

Fulfilled-by-Ozon (goods stored and delivered by Ozon).
2 Fulfilled-by-Seller (goods stored by the seller, delivered by Ozon).
3 Storefront model (goods stored and delivered by the seller).
4 Operated by Ozon or franchise partners.
5 In 2022, Ozon Express was rebranded, changing its name to Ozon fresh, focusing on fast delivery of
fresh groceries.
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BUSINESS

OZON AT A GLANCE

RUB 448.3 Bn

+127%

223.3 mn

GMV incl. services1
in 2021

YoY growth in GMV incl.
services1 in 2021

Number of orders1
in 2021

SKUs1 on Ozon platform
as of Dec 31, 2021

*Growth YoY

*Growth YoY

>90k

c.1 mn sqm

8.7

+61%*

Average orders per buyer
in 2021

25.6 mn

+86%*

>3x*

>3x*

Active buyers1,2

Active sellers3

*Growth YoY

*Growth YoY

c.82 mn

>7x*

Total warehouse space
as of Dec 31, 2021
*Growth YoY

*Growth YoY

>27k

37% / 22%

0.62

Employees at Ozon as of
Dec 31, 2021

New employees were
hired by Ozon in 20214

Share of women among
managers/BoD
as of Dec 31, 2021

LTIFR1, 5 in 2021

0

>1.5k

c.60%

c.21%

personal data breaches6
confirmed during
investigations at Ozon in 2021

Number of reports received
via the Compliance Hotline in
2021

Waste7 sent for
recycling in 2021

Turnover rate of IT
employees in 2021

ESG

>45k

1

See “Disclaimer and Glossary” section of this presentation for definitions.
2 Unique buyers who placed an order on our platform within the 12 month period
preceding December 31, 2021.
3 Unique sellers who made a sale on our Marketplace within the 12 month period
preceding December 31, 2021.
4 Including interns participating in Ozon’s internship programs.
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c.3x*

5

Calculated per 1 million working hours.
Data breaches as a result of which the personal data of our buyers, sellers or
employees would become publicly available outside the Company.
7 Includes the waste generated at fulfillment centers, sorting centers, dark stores
and Ozon's own pick-up points.
8 Documents without hyperlinks are intended for internal use.
6

Ozon Policies and Regulations8
— Ethics and Business Conduct Code[EN]
and Guideline[EN]
— Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy[EN]
— Anti-Corruption[EN] and Tax Compliance
Clauses for Counterparties[RU]
— Ozon Marketplace Seller Code[RU]
— Rules for Selling Goods and Services[RU]
— Insider Trading Policy
— Policy of Compliance with Sanctions
Restrictions and Requirements
— Anti-Illicit Trade Policy
— Anti-Money Laundering Policy
— Conflicts of Interest Policy
— Charity Policy
— Golden Safety Rules[RU]
— Hotline Policy
— Risk and Incident Management
Information Security Policies
— Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
Information Security Policy
— Personal Data Processing Policy[RU]
— Privacy Policy[RU]
— Policies for secure communication, safe
use of network resources and software.

5
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Since its creation in 1998, Ozon has always strived to be
a platform creating business opportunities and a good
corporate citizen for the communities it serves
As one of Russia's largest e-commerce companies, we understand the significance of the
ESG agenda for business and all of our stakeholders. In 2021, Ozon introduced its own
sustainability agenda, based on our mission, values, business goals, as well as our existing
policies and procedures.
As a public company, we regularly engage with a variety of stakeholders who share their
perspectives on our ESG risks and opportunities. Their inputs help us to better understand
our impact and to shape the sustainability agenda at Ozon.
We have identified four main areas of ESG practices and initiatives. Some of them form the
foundation of Ozon's business, such as seller business development and community support,
cyber security and data protection, fair and ethical business conduct, while others are the
result of rapidly growing operations and the ongoing technology transformation of the
processes. These areas affect operational, financial and business results. They are important
to our stakeholders and will determine the focus of our future ESG efforts.

Ozon’s stakeholders

— Buyers
— Sellers & Business
Partners
— Employees
— Investors &
Shareholders
— Government
— Community

Inputs for ESG materiality analysis

— ESG standards
and disclosure
frameworks

— ESG ratings
frameworks
and
assessments

— Sector ESG
materiality
maps

— Social
sentiment
and media
coverage
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— Peers'
practices
benchmark

— Stakeholders’
feedback

ECONOMIC &
COMMUNITY
EMPOWERMENT

LABOR &
DIVERSITY

DOING BUSINESS
RESPONSIBLY

ENVIRONMENT
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Our team is deeply passionate about Ozon's mission and is focused on constantly improving the way we do business
General Meeting of Shareholders
Board of Directors
Audit Committee

Assists in monitoring the integrity of the financial statements,
effectiveness of internal control and risk management systems,
internal audit, external audit process and qualifications

Nominating Committee

Assists in identifying individuals qualified to become members of the
Board of Directors, oversees the evaluation of the Board of
Directors, reassesses the adequacy of the Code of Ethics

Compensation Committee

Assists in determining the compensation framework of the Company
and its subsidiaries

Management board
Business units
Support functions

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of shareholders for 2021 was held on
December 23, 20211.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS DIVERSITY
9 BoD members
2 women on BoD (22%)
4 independent directors on BoD (44%)

Responsible for the strategy implementation and business performance,
including the development of a vision, plans and long-term commitments

CORPORATE OVERSIGHT OF ESG
MATTERS

Implement key business processes, including relevant ESG initiatives in
their area of responsibility

In July 2021, an ESG team was formed as part of the Ozon ‘s Chief
Financial Officer office. Main tasks of the ESG team include
coordinating the development of a sustainable development strategy,
ESG projects and the preparation of non-financial reports.

Support of operations in business units, management of specific ESG issues
Strategy, Quality, HSE, HR, GR, IR, PR, Cyber & Data Security, Legal &
Compliance, Internal Audit & Safety, Corporate Security teams

1
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ETHICS & COMPLIANCE

HOTLINE

Zero tolerance for corruption
and discrimination

Maintaining open communication on compliance with legal,
ethical and business conduct rules
We ask our employees, clients and partners, and other third parties to report any violations of applicable
laws or policies of ethical business conduct related to the actions of Ozon employees or counterparties. For
this purpose, we have the Compliance Hotline — a channel available 24/7 in Russian and English. The
activity of the Hotline is very important for constantly improving our operations and controls.

Ozon is a dynamic, rapidly growing business with a large workforce. We work in different countries with
different legislation and cooperate with many counterparties. To manage emerging compliance risks and
business ethics issues, we are developing a multi-level compliance system.
Monitoring compliance with legislation, policies and procedures

Whistleblower Protection Principles

Dedicated Compliance team develops and implements a system of policies, procedures and controls
across all of our business streams and segments. Contracts with counterparties include a clause on AntiCorruption[RU].

— Reports to the Hotline can be submitted anonymously.
— Whistleblowers are guaranteed protection from retaliation and discrimination.
— Confidentiality: Ozon does not disclose any information received during the investigation to third
parties.
Types of violations that should be reported via the Hotline:

The Compliance team is also sets up and administers mandatory corporate ethics and Compliance
trainings. The key Compliance training on Rules of Corporate Ethics and Business Conduct, including
anti-corruption, was passed by 93% of the office employees (of those to whom this course was
assigned in 2021). As a part of employment process, all new employees introduced to guiding documents
adopted in the Company. We actively communicate our values to all of Ozon's employees. Consultations
and compliance trainings are available to all employees.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Internal audit plays an important role in ensuring the effective functioning of the compliance system
and directly informs the Board of Directors, including the Hotline data.
Human Rights

Reports Processing

We conduct our business in accordance with the principle of compliance with the legislation on the
protection of human rights, enshrined in Ozon Code of Business Conduct and Ethics (Code of Ethics).
We show zero tolerance for child labor or forced labor. Any violations can be reported via the Hotline.

All received messages are processed by an external independent Hotline operator. We guarantee that
all reports received via the Hotline are considered in accordance with internal procedures and rules. In
case of confirmed violations, we take appropriate measures in accordance with the internal procedures,
policies and applicable legislation1 . The operation of the Hotline is one of the areas of annual audit of the
Company's independent external auditor.

Political Involvement
Ozon does not participate in political activities and does not make political donations, does not fund
civil servants, political parties, organizations and foundations associated with them and does not
distribute campaign materials in their favor. Ozon Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy forbid any political
lobbying or endorsing civil servants, political candidates or parties.

Anti-Corruption
We do not accept bribery and corruption in all its manifestations and forms. We do not accept, give or
offer money, gifts or services in exchange for receiving any benefits for ourselves, relatives or for
Ozon. According to the results of inspections, conducted based on reports received by the Hotline, in
2021 not a single violation related to corruption was revealed.
1
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Corruption, fraud or embezzlement
Abuse of powers and rank
Illegal dissemination of Ozon’s confidential or insider information
Discrimination and labor conflicts of employees
Conflicts of interest
Illegal trade, including the sale of counterfeit goods
Any other violations of applicable laws and Ozon’s ethical business conduct policies.

Including the Federal Law "On Combating Corruption"; Measures to Prevent Corruption in Organizations
approved by the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection; Sarbanes-Oxley Act (2002); Dodd-Frank Act;
Corporate governance standards for NASDAQ-listed companies.
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CYBER SECURITY

DATA PRIVACY

Security of our clients in cyberspace while using the platform is
crucial to Ozon

Ensuring the security of personal data &
allowing users to control their data

Ozon considers it paramount to maintain a robust information security system to minimize our exposure
to cyberattacks and ensure that our users can safely transact on our platform. As a customer-centric
business, we strive for a high level of cybersecurity without compromising user experience.
We have developed a multi-level information security framework and a set of Information Security
Policies to protect data and our IT systems with a mix of analytical processes and protection tools. We
regularly screen them to avoid or detect data leakages and security breaches. Since 2020, Ozon has
implemented the Bug Bounty Program to identify vulnerabilities by involving third parties.
Raising Awareness on Information Security
— In 2021 we have updated and expanded regular online training on Information Security, mandatory
for all employees. Topics covered: Workplace protection and password policy, Rules of safe
communication and use of software, Incident management, Personal data protection.
— The Information Security team regularly informs employees about the rules and methods adopted at
Ozon to ensure data privacy and cybersecurity, shares best practices, experience and provides
methodological support for teams, processes and products.
Audit of Information Security Systems

Chief
Information
Security Officer

Chief
Technology
Officer
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We protect users’ personal data and require a proper level of data management from our business
partners and service providers.
Our data processing operations are based on the requirements of Russian data privacy legislation1,
which are mandatory for all Ozon’s legal entities in Russia. In Belarus and Kazakhstan, Ozon processes
personal data in accordance with the local legislation in the field of personal data protection.
The changes in the applicable regulatory regimes are constantly monitored to keep our Data Processing
and Privacy Policies and procedures up to date.
We may transfer personal data to third parties (e. g. marketplace sellers, delivery companies) with the
consent of the user, in limited circumstances related to order fulfillment, or to the regulatory authorities
when required by law. We use the most up-to-date technologies to protect the personal data of our
sellers and buyers more efficiently.
In 2021 there were no data breaches confirmed during investigations, as a result of which the personal
data of our buyers, sellers or employees would become publicly available outside the Company.
Main rights provided to users regarding the control of their personal data processing
and storage, according to the Personal Data Processing Policy
— Withdraw consent to the processing when such processing is based on consent
— Demand clarification, blocking or destruction of data
— Demand elimination of unlawful actions or compensation for damages in court.
Datacenters

Cybersecurity Reporting Hierarchy

CTO

8

— Receive information about the methods, terms and volumes

Regular Internal and External independent audits of our information security systems, including systems
for storing and processing data on bank card holders, are held regularly, at least once a year. In 2021,
we successfully passed external information security audit of our Shopping App. Our payment
processing system security and card data protection measures received PCI DSS certification.

CISO

ENVIRONMENT

MB
Management
Board

128

(2021)

valid reports submitted by
Bug Bounty participants

We use datacenter infrastructure on the base of co-location model, in which we rent space and
equipment racks at the datacenters but own the servers and network hardware. They are configured
with frequent cross-datacenter back-up, which occurs at least once a day and enables us to restore
data in the event of a datacenter outage. All facilities that we rent meet the Tier III or higher levels of
Uptime Institute classification and require no shutdowns when equipment needs maintenance or
replacement.

1

Federal Laws "On Information, Information Technologies and Information Protection[RU]", "On Personal Data[RU]",
"On Trade Secrets[RU]"; Bank of Russia Resolutions 719-p[RU], 747-p[RU], 683-p[RU].
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REGIONAL ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Transforming the Russian e-commerce

Giving back to the communities

Due to the large scale of our operations, we believe that we have a material impact on the socioeconomic development of the communities in which we operate.
We connect our sellers with millions of loyal customers by giving them a variety of marketplace models
and access to the wide infrastructure, as well as sophisticated tools to grow their business:
— B2B lending and financing (Ozon.Invest[RU], Flexible Payment Plan)
— Advertising instruments and a suite of analytical tools
— Business development institute (marketplace knowledge base[RU], online e-commerce courses, Ozon
Dom locations, where sellers can learn how to effectively grow and develop their e-comm business).
The expansion of the Ozon fulfillment and logistics infrastructure spurs the development of e-commerce
in the regions by giving local sellers an opportunity to establish national and even cross-border sales
with lower logistics expenses. Moreover, through the opening of logistics hubs in 2021, we created
thousands of new jobs in the regions of presence.
Helping small and medium-sized businesses, including self-employed entrepreneurs to develop and
grow is one of our priorities. Ozon fresh partners with farmers and food suppliers in regions where it
operates to support local production and provide small businesses with a new modern sales channel. In
addition, local entrepreneurs have an opportunity to become Ozon’s franchise partners[RU] and
open pick-up points. In 2021, over 90% of our offline pick-up locations across Russia were operated by
the franchisees.
Held COM.E ON Forum
for entrepreneurs and
participated in the
of active sellers
share of SMEs
share of
development of legal
were based outside
among all active
Marketplace GMV
regulations for
of Moscow (2021)
sellers (2021)
accounted for by
e-commerce and digital
platforms in 2021
SMEs (2021)

>75%

c.90%

c.86%

We also became the first online platform where people with disabilities can purchase rehabilitation
equipment using an electronic certificate. Now buyers can obtain a certificate and purchase the
equipment they need from anywhere in Russia, through our platform, in just five days (instead of
waiting for several months to order and receive the equipment through complex offline procedures).
SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW
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We believe that powerful network effects created by our e-commerce platform should benefit not only
our buyers and sellers but also the communities in the regions of our presence. Our social projects
create new prospects for our community members to grow along with us.

Charity
Ozon's charitable activities are governed by the Charity Policy adopted in 2021, which sets out the
framework for our social initiatives.
In 2021, we launched Ozon Care[RU] charity program, which builds on the Company's business model
and connects buyers, sellers and non-profit organisations to benefit vulnerable socio-economic groups.
Ozon Care provides charitable foundations with an access to millions of users, who can combine
charitable giving with shopping online.
The charities can receive funds from the sales of merchandise, charity gift cards and products with the
Ozon Care label (sellers can choose a product to be included in the program and set the percentage or
amount of charitable contributions to be made). 14 charities helping various groups of beneficiaries
have joined the program since its launch and they have already earned more than 2 million rubles
with Ozon Care.
Ozon partners only with trusted charities to ensure that funds are going to legitimate causes. Each nonprofit organization participating in our program has been verified in accordance with the Policy.
Preparing Tomorrow’s Tech Experts
Ozon offers free learning opportunities to help individuals of all ages advance their skills in technology
and to attract best IT talent in a highly competitive job market:
— Route 256[RU], a free two-month project for promising IT specialists seeking to boost their technical
skills and jumpstart a career in e-commerce.
— Ozon Camp[RU], a paid internship providing an opportunity for the young talent to explore the
Company and gain valuable professional experience.
— Free coding, mathematics and English courses for the employees' children[RU].
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COVID-19 CAMPAIGN

SERVICE SAFETY

Committed to safeguarding the health of our employees, buyers
and sellers

Taking care of our buyers and maintaining their trust by ensuring
high quality of service

Ozon makes every effort to counter the spread of the coronavirus and acts in full compliance with the
decrees of the Russian Government. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Ozon has adopted a wide range
of health and safety policies to ensure that we keep our employees, buyers and sellers safe while
meeting the rise in customer demand.
We monitor on a regular basis the epidemiological situation and any changes to the government
healthcare guidelines and requirements in order to take timely actions to protect employees and
guarantee business continuity. Employees are alerted about the health and safety requirements
associated with the coronavirus infection. In 2021, we spent about 38.8 million rubles on COVID-19
prevention measures.
Measures to ensure the safety of our employees and buyers
— Arranging free vaccination with Sputnik V and Sputnik Light for employees and delivery partners;
— Introducing contactless delivery option and policy of pre-paid only orders to minimize interactions
between employees, delivery partners and buyers;
— Providing employees and delivery partners with hand sanitizers, gloves and masks;
— Checking employees’ body temperature and conducting regular PCR testing, requesting
employees to see a doctor if any COVID-19 symptoms are present;
— Introducing hybrid or remote working modes (for office workers);
— Regular disinfection of all surfaces in common areas as well as the surfaces of frequently used
workplace equipment;

Ozon aims to be a platform for sellers and buyers, where all parties are confident that their interests will
not be infringed, and nothing threatens their safety. Safety and well-being of our buyers is one of our
top priorities.
Prohibited Goods
Sellers' Quality Control Department regularly monitors that there are no goods prohibited for sale on
the marketplace, or merchandise of improper quality that misleads buyers or could threaten their wellbeing or lives. Sellers who fail to comply with our set of rules and procedures for selling goods are
blocked, and companies are added to the blacklist.
Hazardous Goods
Ozon works to identify and tag all goods that require special storage and transportation conditions, as
they can be potentially hazardous. They are mainly represented in the categories of chemical products construction, car and households. We have a special team that monitors the availability and validity of
the material safety data sheets of these goods. Certain categories of the hazardous goods that are
allowed for sale but associated with the high risks during their processing, are prohibited from storage
or delivery by Ozon, sellers must provide the delivery and comply with the national health and safety
requirements.
Road Safety

— Placing information materials at our facilities and offices with healthcare recommendations;

To execute last-mile deliveries, we employ our own fleet of delivery vehicles, making road safety one of
our priorities. To prevent road traffic accidents, the transportation departments conduct security checks
on delivery partners who are due to drive Ozon vehicles. In addition, we operate a dedicated email
service to collect and assess information about traffic violations by the drivers, alleged or actual.

— Hosting online webinars with Q&A sessions on healthcare topics with leading scientists and
doctors.

Food Security

— Purchasing bactericidal air recirculation systems;

Our expedited delivery service Ozon fresh has launched its own production of ready meals in Moscow.
The kitchen has a strict quality control process — all raw materials and ready meals are checked by our
own laboratory before shipment. At each stage of production, our team monitors the parameters of the
cooking process online and, in case of deviations, the information is instantly transmitted to the quality
service.
SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW
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TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS

EDUCATION & BENEFITS

Maintaining a start-up culture that encourages
continuous innovation and growth

Creating attractive working conditions
for our employees

Our success depends on our continued ability to identify, hire, develop, motivate and retain
talented employees. With the expanding operations, our workforce increases significantly each year.
Despite the dynamic growth, we strive to build a strong corporate culture and achieve high levels of
personnel engagement.
Diversity and Non-Discrimination
Ozon is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate or harass based on race, colour,
religion, age, gender, national origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, disability, veteran status, or any other
basis prohibited by the applicable law. In 2021, 50% of our employees were under 30 years old, 48%
were 30 to 50 years old and 2% were over 50 years old. The proportions of women and men among
employees were 44% and 56%, and 37% and 63%, respectively, among managers.
All employees have various communication channels for reporting any issues related to discrimination or
harassment either via the HR specialists or via the Compliance Hotline. Employees can get legal advice
from the Company's dedicated departments, if necessary. New employees can also approach the
onboarding team or their assigned mentor with any questions they may have.
Occupational Safety
Ozon pays great attention to creating a safe and healthy working environment. Occupational Safety
system is based on legislation requirements, our Code of Ethics, and Golden Safety Rules. A designated
point of contact from the Department of Occupational, Environmental and Fire Safety is assigned to
each of the Company’s facility. He/she is responsible for monitoring compliance with our safety rules
and epidemiological standards. Main tools to improve the safety culture are an obligatory on-site safety
training for our on-site workers and mandatory online courses on first aid and occupational safety for all
employees. By training our personnel to identify and fix the hazards, we prevent lost time injuries, and
ensure smoother operations of our facilities, crucial for our business. In 2021, we have not had any
work-related fatalities among our staff members. We have not experienced any strikes in 2021.
In order to service growing warehouse operations and last-mile delivery, we engage partners who
provide delivery and warehouse services. They are our counterparties and based on the current labor
legislation, we do not consider them members of our staff. Whilst working at our facilities, our
counterparties are to adhere to all applicable health and safety protocols and requirements.

SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW
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Our ability to execute and manage our operations efficiently is dependent upon contributions from our
employees. We provide a variety of benefits and opportunities for development aimed at retaining
talent and maintaining a high level of employee engagement and loyalty.
Key Benefits for Employees
— Stock-based remuneration for key employees (Restricted Stock Units) and cash bonus for
outstanding performance
— Referral program for the recommendation of new hires
— Health and life insurance programs
— Gift certificates for the birth of a child
— Consultations of a psychologist and a therapist in the office
— Partial reimbursement of food and taxi expenses
— Sports: running, volleyball and football clubs, yoga, fitness discounts
— Preferential mortgage program
— Disability allowance
— Vacations, pension and retirement according to the Labor Code of Russia.
Education and Development
—
—
—
—
—
—

Employees of certain categories undergo relevant trainings required by the Labor Code of Russia
Corporate online learning portal, electronic library and video course catalogue
Training on personal effectiveness and leadership skills, specialized training on demand
Regular seminars and conferences, library in the office
External professional events, master classes
Participation in Meetups and Tech Talks, All Hands

To evaluate each employee's contribution to Ozon's overall performance and to help define their path
for development within the Company, every 6 months their achievements and performance are
evaluated using feedback tools from colleagues and managers as part of a formal regular
performance evaluation process.
Ozon has repeatedly received awards as the “employer of choice”1, which confirms the success of our
investments in the HR brand. According to our latest engagement survey, the employee engagement
rate was 74%, loyalty — 76% for 2020 year.
1

Randstad Employer Brand Research 2021 Russia, HeadHunter Rating of Employers 2020[RU].
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Shaping up our environmental agenda

Ozon’s environmental focus area

Ozon’s primary environmental impacts are associated with the transportation of parcels and
operations of warehouses and last mile infrastructure. Our commitment to minimize the negative
environmental impact is set forth in the Code of Ethics.

Natural and energy
resources consumption

Carbon
footprint

Environmental management is overseen by the Environmental Safety Division and maintenance
specialists at our logistics facilities. The team ensures compliance with Russia’s environmental laws and
regulations, analyzes and manages environmental risks (prior to opening the facilities and throughout
their operational life cycle), and monitors the Company’s environmental performance. Operations
departments also supervise respective environmental matters, for example, transportation departments
manage fuel consumption.
As an e-commerce business, our climate impact lies in the transportation of parcels and energy
consumption. We note the growing importance of climate agenda on global and national levels and are
currently in the process of analyzing our GHG emissions sources.

To balance out the waste impacts from our rapidly growing e-commerce business, we are
working towards diverting more waste from being sent to the landfill and exploring possible circularity
measures through the Ozon Recycle program.

The waste generated in our operations is mostly non-hazardous1 (packaging2, warehouse and municipal
solid waste). Hazardous waste3 constitutes less than 1% of all waste generated yearly and includes
mercury-containing light bulbs.
To minimize the amount of waste sent to landfills, we sell recyclable waste to our partners through
the Ozon Recycle program[RU]. It includes cardboard boxes, stretch wrap, wooden pallets and plastic
boxes scrap. Our buyers can also participate in the program by disposing of the Ozon branded
cardboard packaging when receiving an order at selected pick-up points4. The packaging then will be
collected and transferred to a recycling facility. We use different waste logistics schemes in each region
depending on the available logistics channels and recycling infrastructure.
Ozon branded cardboard boxes and plastic bags are recyclable, and our cardboard packaging is made
completely from wastepaper. To raise buyers’ awareness about the importance of recycling we put
recycling labels and messages on our cardboard boxes and plastic bags.
recycling partners

Main types of natural and energy resources purchased and consumed by Ozon include fuel (gasoline
and diesel), electricity and heat. We are constantly exploring the ways to use the resources more
efficiently. For example, we set the fuel consumption rates for courier vehicles (for summer and winter
time) and plan fuel-efficient delivery routes.
We develop green office initiatives together with the office landlords at our headquarters in Moscow.
We introduced separate waste collection, replaced disposable tableware and utensils with
reusable ones and created a swap cabinet (a location where employees can exchange things in good
condition that they no longer need, e.g., books, clothes). In 2021, we also launched an online training
encouraging employees to integrate sustainable habits into day-to-day life.

SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW
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Ozon manages waste-related matters in compliance with relevant Russian environmental laws and
regulations. In addition, the Company’s Golden Safety Rules include a separate waste collection
requirement which is mandatory for all employees.

The Company’s environmental focus areas include

Waste
management

ENVIRONMENT

Ozon’s
pick-up
point

1, 3

Ozon’s courier service

Ozon’s
sorting
center
Ozon’s
fulfillment
center

recycling partners

Recycling
facility

Non-hazardous waste refers to hazard classes IV and V, hazardous waste — to hazard class I in accordance
with Russia's Federal Law No. 89-Fz On Production And Consumption Waste.
2 Packaging used at our logistics facilities includes cardboard boxes, stretch wrap, plastic bags, kraft paper
and adhesive tape.
4 Pick-up points operating under franchising model do not participate in the Ozon Recycle program.

ABOUT OZON

SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW

DOING BUSINESS RESPONSIBLY

DISCLAIMER

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995 that reflect the current views of Ozon Holdings PLC (“Ozon”, “we”, “our” or
“us”, or the “Company”) about future events and financial performance. All statements contained in this
presentation that do not relate to matters of historical fact should be considered forward-looking
statements. These forward-looking statements are based on management’s current expectations.
However, it is not possible for our management to predict all risks, nor can we assess the impact of all
factors on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual
results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements we may make. These
statements are neither promises nor guarantees but involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other important factors and circumstances that may cause Ozon’s actual results, performance or
achievements to be materially different from its expectations expressed or implied by the forward-looking
statements, including conditions in the U.S. capital markets, negative global economic conditions,
potential negative developments in the COVID-19 pandemic, other negative developments in Ozon’s
business or unfavorable legislative or regulatory developments. We caution you therefore against relying
on these forward-looking statements, and we qualify all of our forward-looking statements by these
cautionary statements. Please refer to our Annual Report on Form 20-F and other filings with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission concerning factors that could cause actual results to differ materially
from those described in our forward-looking statements.

ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT

LABOR & DIVERSITY

ENVIRONMENT
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GLOSSARY

Business Partners

A wide range of stakeholders who can generate income through the Company:
manufacturers and distributors, entrepreneurs, self-employed people, suppliers of goods
and services, owners and tenants of premises, agencies, companies, professionals

BoD

Board of Directors

GHGs
ESG
ESG Reporting
guides
GMV incl. services

Greenhouse gases, the atmospheric gases responsible for causing global warming
and climate change
Environmental, social and governance factors considered alongside financial factors
in the investment decision-making process
Reporting standards and frameworks that help to understand, assess and communicate
an organization’s ESG performance
Total value of orders processed through our platform, as well as revenue
from services to our buyers and sellers. GMV incl. services is inclusive of value added
taxes, net of discounts, returns and cancellations.

HR, GR, IR, PR

Human Resources, Government / Investors / Public Relations

HSE

Health, Safety and Environment

LTIFR

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate — number of incidents with lost working days per
1 million working hours, excluding incidents among contractors

Any such forward-looking statements represent management’s estimates as of the date of this press
release. While Ozon may elect to update such forward-looking statements at some point in the future,
Ozon disclaims any obligation to do so, even if subsequent events cause its views to change. These
forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as representing Ozon’s views as of any date
subsequent to the date of this presentation.

Number of active
buyers

Number of unique buyers who placed an order on our platform within the 12-month
period preceding the relevant date, net of returns and cancellations

Number of orders

Total number of orders delivered in a given period, net of returns and cancellations

This presentation is not a Sustainability Report in full accordance with any recognized standard. The
information contained in this document is provided for 2021 or as at the date of this document and is
subject to change without notice. This information has not been audited by the Company’s auditors. All
readers are encouraged to read the information contained in this presentation in conjunction with the
most recent publicly available data on the Ozon's corporate website (Investor Relations - Ozon).

PCR-test

Test using a polymerase chain reaction to detect the genetic material from a specific
organism, such as a virus

SKU

Stock keeping unit — distinct type of item for sale, a product or service

SMEs

Small and medium-sized enterprises

The trademarks included herein are the property of the owners thereof and are used for reference
purposes only. Such use should not be construed as an endorsement of the products or services of the
Company.

Sustainable
development of
business

Ensuring the Company's growth and creating long-term value for stakeholders by
addressing both the economic, environmental and social aspects of business development

These and other important factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those indicated by
the forward-looking statements made in this presentation.

Whistleblowers
SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW

Work-related

Ozon employees, buyers, counterparties, as well as any third parties, willing
to inform of any indications of alleged violations
Resulting from events or exposures occurring in the work environment during
assigned working hours

